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according to the tariffs of your operator). Official distributor and importer LLC “MMCU”, 08324, Kyiv obl., Boryspil region, v.Hora, Boryspilska Str. 22, tel. 044-205-33-55. 
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From the Editor

Editor-in-Chief 
Lana Nicole Niland

Cruising at 10 000 feet was where much of  this issue was ei-

ther put together and/or somehow managed. Sitting in my 

seat, where there wasn’t always a whole lot of  room, I moved 

between my phone and computer, working on the calendars, 

tailoring the restaurant reviews, fixing this, highlighting that, 
and generally attempting to improve on our debut issue. It was 

somewhat surreal to think that my office at that moment was 
literally in the clouds, a place the world had at one time only 

dreamt of  travelling to. 

This month has been incredibly busy, making work on my Air-

bus and Boeing transport not just an option but a necessity. 

I think back to only a couple of  years ago when the country 

was in turmoil and my own professional life not dissimilar. We 

questioned every day, sometimes more than once, and still do – 

how are we going to do this, how will we manage that, will we 

survive? It is something I know many of  my Ukrainian friends 

and family still ponder, regularly.

Perhaps it is for this reason those of  us “foreigners” have re-

mained with you. We know the storms, we have weathered 

them before, and we are looking to brighter days, just like you. 

I use quotes here, for we are not truly foreigners, we are your  

family, just with different roots and history.
This city, this country, is bouncing not just back but forward to 

a state – in every sense – it has yet to truly understand. Yes, laws 

and regulations are taking longer to implement than hoped, but 

they are changing; money within the country is being invested 

into start-up operations like never before; and Ukrainian small 

business owners themselves are taking risks they never have in 

previous markets. People are investing in themselves, and they 

are seeing a return on that investment. 

A number of  people have remarked, “the return of  What’s 

On is like a sign, beckoning the city back to its normal flow.” I 
like this sentiment and echo it whole-heartedly. Just thumbing 

through our pages you can see how much is going on in the 

capital and all of  the things there are to see and do. 

My foray into the clouds is testament to this reality, something I 

pondered as the sun hit the wing, creating a magnificent effect. 
Technology, not unlike Ukraine, is actually pretty amazing 

when it works the way it’s supposed to. Progress has to be and 

is the new norm for UA, proving that remaining at a standstill 

isn’t just ineffective, in today’s world it’s impossible. 
With this, our second issue, I send all my best from somewhere 

over the Atlantic. May this be a good, successful, enjoyable, and 

(legally) profitable month for you, Kyiv.

“The return of  What’s On is 

like a sign, beckoning the city 

returning to its normal flow”



DARINA RAYNER

Founder & Director

dr@redartgalleries.com
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What’s New

WORK PERMIT RULES TO BECOME SIMPLER IN UKRAINE 

For many foreigners and newcomers, Ukraine has for some time repre-

sented a type of  Wild West – a place to exploit, yet not fully embrace. 
That is no more. After the Revolution of  Dignity in 2014, Ukraine has 

continuously taken measures to attract more legitimate foreign invest-

ment into the country. Among others, those measures include improve-

ment to the legal framework to attract skilled and educated foreigners to 

work in Ukraine. 

Just recently, the new piece of  legislation – the Law of  Ukraine “On Mak-

ing Amendments to Certain Laws of  Ukraine on Elimination of  Barriers 

to Attraction of  Foreign Investments” (the “Law”) – has been passed by 

parliament to enhance the attractiveness for expats to work in Ukraine. 
An overview of  the key improvements is included below. 

The key conceptual change is now a Ukrainian employer does not have 

to prove to the authorities there is no suitable Ukrainian candidate for 

employment instead of  the candidate put forward. This reduces the risk 

of  possible work permit rejections.

On the upside, expats will need to collect less documents for their Ukrain-

ian employer to apply for a work permit for them. The following docu-

ments have been struck out of  the list: 

(i) a certificate about absence of  criminal record
(ii) a medical certificate, and 
(iii) a diploma of  a potential expat employee (still may need to be provided in some cases). 
Special rules will apply to certain categories of  foreign employees such as:

(i) so-called “highly paid” professionals with a salary not less than 50 statutory mini-
mum wages (approximately EUR 5 000)
(ii) founders/shareholders/beneficial owners of  legal entities incorporated in Ukraine
(iii) graduates of  the top 100 universities (as per the list approved by the government)
(iv) professionals in the art industry, and 
(v) IT professionals (the “Favoured Employees”). 
Some evidentiary documents will have to be provided to qualify for such 

status. For example, professionals in the art industry will need to provide 

NOTES FROM THE EAST
Sometimes life presents us with surpris-

es. For me, a guy from Luhansk, the past 

three years have been a series of  many 

shocking and sudden events. I have always 

been open-minded and never frightened 

of  changes or challenges. School, civil en-

gineering college, music school – I realised 

these things weren’t for me. And then just 

before I was supposed to start serving in the 

military, I decided to enter an institute for 

foreign languages. Yes, it sounds weird that 

after engineering you turn to something like 

humanities. But I loved it. A real students’ 

life, literature, languages – it was just an 

awesome time. It gave me an opportunity 

to travel and observe other places, other cul-

tures, other lives. It also brought me to my 

current position.

Honestly, we didn’t care too much about 

Maidan when it started. People had jobs 

and everyone went about their family lives 

and business. Then you come home and 

turn on the TV, but instead of  routine news, 

we watched what was happening in Kyiv, as 

if  it was a movie. Unfortunately, the feature 

flick was a horror.

notarised copies of  documents confirming their IP rights to artistic work; 
graduates of  top universities will have to provide copies of  their diplo-

mas. 

The most important new rule is that while a general term of  a work per-

mit is one year, the work permit term for the Favoured Employees is three 

years. A temporary residence permit – a document allowing an expat to 
freely stay and enter and exit Ukraine without the need to comply with 
90/180-day limitation under the visa-free regime – can now be granted 

to Favoured Employees for three years also. 

The Law expressly provides that a Ukrainian individual, who is reg-

istered as a private entrepreneur, may employ expats under the same 
conditions as companies. In addition, as a part of  the work permit ap-

plication package, the Law re-instates the requirement for an employer 

to submit a copy of  a draft employment agreement to be entered into 

with a foreign employee. This requirement applies to both legal entities 

and individual entrepreneurs. Apparently, this could be viewed as an ad-

ditional safeguard for expat employees because noncompliance of  the 
employment agreement with Ukrainian law (employee-friendly) can lead 

to rejection of  a work permit. 

On the downside, the Law increases the minimum remuneration re-

quirement for foreign employees. The minimum salary must be not less 

than ten statutory minimum wages (around 1 000 EUR per month at 

the current exchange rate). In contrast, under the old laws, a salary for a 
foreign employee should not have been less than one minimum wage (3 

200 UAH, being around 110 EUR). Notably, this rule does not apply to:

(i) Favoured Employees (except for highly paid professionals, whose salary cannot be 
less than 50 statutory minimum wages (approximately 5 000 EUR), and 
(ii) social and charity organisations and educational institutions where a salary cannot 
be less than five minimum wages (approximately 500 EUR). 

Information provided by Everlegal,  
a sector-focused law firm based in Kyiv.

For more information visit www.everlegal.ua 

Lawfully Yours,
UA

I remember watching the students pro-

test first, then they began constructing the 
Christmas Tree, which would soon be dec-

orated with flags along with a big poster of  
Yulia Tymoshenko bearing the words “No 

Political Repressions”. And there were peo-

ple, so many people. Some in the east of  

Ukraine wondered how they could stay on 

Maidan for so long without working: “they 

must be paid by the US,” some thought. 

The winter was cold, yet the people stayed. 

By January, people got tired of  watching 

the news. Nothing’s going to change they 

thought, the system remains intact. And 

then boom… Literally, boom – 100 peo-

ple slaughtered. People from all regions of  

Ukraine cried for them. A mass-murder, a 

massacre. Grief  and sorrow were the only 

possible reactions; people with all kinds of  

political opinions were shocked. Donbas 

was always a working-class area, the home 

of  mines and factories. When the people of  

this region watched that slaughter on TV, 

they too were horrified.
Then Yanukovych escaped, Crimea was 

annexed by Russia in days, a war started 
in Donbas in months. No one expected 
that this horror movie would have so many 

twists.

In Notes from the East, I want to present 

real human stories – how people live near 

the front line, the life of  refugees from the 

war, and talk about cultural aspects of  the 

region. Ukraine is heading slowly towards 

real independence, there are many factors 

contributing to this development. People 

believe in good and in the future. They 

fight for it in ways they never thought they 
would have to, and they are making sacri-

fices for it.
WO eastern Ukraine correspondent 
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A “NOTHINGBURGER”

Russia obviously has relevance to 

Ukraine, what with them having invad-

ed and occupied 7% of  Ukraine and 

everything. Recently the Glorious Leader, 

he of  the 80+% approval ratings who’s 

afraid of  public debate and peaceful pro-

test, had his 65th birthday and that pro-

vided a corker of  a story.

According to a report by Ruptly (a branch 

of  the RT propaganda network), a restau-

rant in New York – Lucy’s Cantina Royal, 

dedicate a special menu item to Vladimir 

Vladimirovych every year “for about the 

last three years” on his birthday. The 

“Putin burger” weighs in at 1,952 grams, 

because 1952 was the year of  the eternal 

President’s birth. Apparently, if  you could 

finish it within an hour it was free. Only 
thing is, like much of  the content of  this 

network, it was fact free.

The restaurant has never had such a 

special. Restaurant staff explained that a 
waitress on their staff lied to them about 
filming a special project for school. 
Ruptly has since removed the video. No 

doubt some consumers of  their “news” 

will have bought the story and believe 

that Vladimir is, indeed, widely loved 

and revered as a great leader as the clip 

tried to pretend. In Ukraine, we know 

different.

FLARES, FIGHTS, AND FINGERS
Ukraine’s Parliamentarians once again 

proved themselves an embarrassment to 

the nation recently. In debating a bill put 

to the Parliament by President Petro Po-

roshenko on a settlement to the war and 

end to the occupation of  eastern Ukraine, 

differences of  opinion were expressed 
with fisticuffs instead of  debate. 
In an effort to derail the session, a law-

maker from the Svoboda Party threw a 

smoke grenade into the benches occu-

pied by Cabinet Ministers where they 

attend Parliament sessions. And once 

again, footage emerged of  a Member of  

Parliament, Andriy Lozoviy from Oleg 

Lyashko’s Radical Party engaged in the 

quite illegal practice of  voting for absent 

colleagues.

The antics in the Verkhovna Rada have 

long been a topic for jokes and derision 

in general, but our message to the people 

who bear the title “People’s Deputy” is 

quite simple, grow up.

ENHANCED EU TRADE!
As Ukraine continues to deepen ties with 

the EU, fresh figures just out show that in 
the first eight months of  2017 exports to 
the EU have grown by close to a billion 

dollars compared to last year! The ex-

port volume now stands at $3.6 billion, 

and so a 37.3% increase is a remarkable 

achievement for the country’s reorienting 

economy.

Ukraine’s low-cost manufacturing base 

(where labour is cheaper than in Chi-

na) coupled with the relative wealth of  

EU consumers looks like a match made 

in heaven. If  only this EU Association 

Agreement and deep and comprehensive 

Free Trade Agreement could have kicked 

in sooner, eh? It’s starting to look like a 

no-brainer for all involved. Hurrah! We 
love good news!

AMBASSADOR VOLKER MEETS THE 

GREY CARDINAL
The US recently appointed a new Special 

Envoy to Ukraine – his job is to help push 

for an end to the conflict in Ukraine’s 
east, and as such of  course he has to meet 

with the Kremlin point man for Ukraine, 

Vladislav Surkov. Because, well, the 

Kremlin’s denials of  involvement in the 

conflict are absurd.
Ambassador Kurt Volker met with Surkov 

recently in Belgrade. It was their second 

meeting, and though no details of  their 

discussions were released, if  the envoy’s 

Twitter feed is anything to go by, he’s a 

very good pick for a tough job. His re-

cent 140-character output includes, “We 

don’t want to replace Minsk/Normandy 

process, we want to change Russia’s cal-

culus so it supports full implementation 

of  Minsk Agreements”, followed up with, 

“The conflict in eastern Ukraine is not 
an indigenous uprising; it’s an externally 
driven conflict and Russia is responsible”.
Thank you, Ambassador, for your can-

dour and directness. This has been much 

needed. We would have LOVED to have 

been a fly on the wall at the latest Surkov 
meeting!

Check out the  
video here:

Check out the  
video here:
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What’s New

A haul of  14 medals – that’s the result 

delivered by the Ukrainian national team 

at the 2017 Invictus Games. The third 

iteration of  the international adaptive 

multi-sport event in which wounded, in-

jured, or sick armed services personnel 

and their associated veterans take part in 

various sports concluded at the end of  last 

month in Toronto, Canada. It marked the 

first time former Ukrainian military ser-
vicemen participated in the competition. 

Founded by Prince Harry in 2014, the 

event gathered representatives from 17 

countries this year. The Ukrainian team 

was among the smallest featuring 15 com-

petitors. 

Yuriy Dmytrenko was wounded in the 

spring of  2016 in Donbas and as a result 

lost his left leg. Since then, the 23-year-old 

has participated in several sport compe-

titions in Ukraine and was preparing to 

compete at the Invictus Games in athlet-

ics, however he was later listed as a re-

serve participant and travelled to Toronto 

to support the Ukrainian team. 

“It was thrilling to watch Pavlo Budayevsky 

crucial for Ukraine in this tough period.

Explaining further, I say the US is trying 
to engage in Donbass negotiations with 

Russia, which was clearly confirmed by 
appointing Kurt Volker as US special rep-

resentative for Ukraine. It is obvious that 

the Minsk format is deadlocked but there 

is still a necessity for negotiation. 

Leaving Ukraine in one-on-one negoti-

ations with Russia leads nowhere, I im-

part. The US is not actively engaged in 

the Minsk agreements. While Russia tries 

to give the impression it maintains the 

Minsk agreements, are they just looking 

for a frozen conflict, the role of  Volker 
and the US is significant. Oksana com-

plains that it’s all too complicated. 

I persist. I explain termination of  open 
conflict and forcing Russian troops out of  
Donbas is the main goal. Crimea is oc-

cupied or captured, while international 

law still considers it as Ukrainian territory 

under Russian control. However, Donbas 

is a bleeding wound and Russia refers it as 

a “rebellious region”. Interestingly, Don-

bas remains part of  Ukraine according 

to Russian law. Russia simply, although 

without admitting so, placed troops and 

weapons in this region. Therefore, the 

principal goal is to end this and while do-

ing so Ukraine should manage to regain 

de facto control over Donbas. 

It is clear no consensus can be reached 

within the Ukrainian political scope on 

the future of  Donbas yet. The vote down 

of  bills initiated by the president is a good 

example of  this. Yet, Ukraine still has to 
settle this issue.

Oksana drinks her tea.

Maka Janashia
Eastern European Reform Centre

win four gold medals in swimming on the 

last day of  the Games,” he says. “His pre-

vious results were very high so we all ex-

pected medals, but four golds – it was over-

whelming. I also heavily supported Vadym 

Svyrydenko, who competed in athletics in 

my category, we spent so much time train-

ing together,” Dmytrenko says. 

Despite having his left let amputated, 

Vadym was lucky to receive high quality 

rehabilitation in the US. At Invictus this 

year, he won a bronze medal in indoor 

rowing, and says there is a spirit of  cama-

raderie despite the completion.

“All participants are wounded in some 

way so there is no chance anyone can be 

pitied. It was a place where acting or past 

military servants of  NATO countries met, 

so there was no need to explain why this 
or that nation is fighting for its rights. I felt 
an atmosphere of  mutual understanding 

and support.”

This month, Dmytrenko will take part 

in the 42nd Marine Corps Marathon, a 

10-kilometre run in in the US capital, 

Washington DC. To prepare he trains 

every day in a gym and runs a couple of  

kilometres wearing his sport prosthesis. “I 

must keep the balance between intense 

training and my health – sometimes I 

wake up and plan to work hard, but the 

leg might have its own ideas on the day.” 

He says his prosthesis for running is of  

very good quality, which he received with 

assistance from the Canada-Ukraine In-

ternational Assistance Fund, supporting 

the supply of  prostheses to ATO veterans. 

He hopes to represent Ukraine again at 

the Invictus Games, the competition will 

be held in Sydney, Australia, next year.

IMHO

Tea and Politics
The English believe there is nothing that 

can’t be fixed with a good cup of  tea. With 
that in mind, I met with my friend Oksa-

na to talk over Ukraine/US relations – to 

fix them if  not in reality, at least in our 
own minds. My friend has little clue of  

how politics work, but constantly tries 

to understand. We chatted recently in a 

Kyiv cafe about the Poroshenko-Trump 

meeting.

Politics in Ukraine is one big comedy – 

that’s Oksana’s conclusion. Although 

she is a clever and educated person, she 

cites little understanding of  politics as her 

main imperfection.

“Why did our President visit the US? As 

you have mentioned there’s no prospect 

of  placing peacekeepers in Donbas. What 

can Trump and the US do for Ukraine?” 

Oksana asks incredulous in her tone.

To describe Oksana, she is a true repre-

sentative of  Kyiv high society, she takes 

it upon herself  to urge the state to take 

care of  society and “regulation” is her fa-

vourite word.

I tell her the Proshenko-Trump meeting 

was important for Ukraine. Although 

Ukraine has still to do a lot on its own, 

the support of  the US and its president is 

An Amazing Games

Yuriy Dmytrenko and Pavlo Budayevsky with 
Prince Harry
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Hrushevskoho 26/1 (Hotel Kyiv) 
+38 097 517 0170

Street Casual, Smart Casual, Urban Ukraine 
Quality Ukrainian clothing brand

IF THE SOUL WANTS  

SOMETHING BRIGHT,  

FRESH AND, OF COURSE,  

FULL OF ENERGY — it’s ETER
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What’s On the Cover

Nina Bohush

Every Friday evening my friends and I start the same way. Before leaving our office near 
Zoloti Vorota metro station we decide where we will hang out and celebrate the end of  the 

working week. Usually, our plan includes five or more bars, and if  all goes to plan we man-

age to have a drink in each. Sometimes we add new places to the list, and if  they make an 

impression, we return the following Friday. 

The last two years have been marked by the opening of  a significant amount of  bars in Kyiv. 
This situation influences Kyiv’s culture, fashion, and citizen’s way of  life. Also, it has led to 
a shift in the idea of  a bar as a place to quickly get drunk on strong beverages and continue 

the evening somewhere else. Now a bar is a space where you drink slowly, enjoy beverages 

and incessantly talk into the morning. I like to call our generation the “bar boomers” be-

cause we live in an era of  unprecedented choices of  venues to enjoy downtime. 

More niche bars have caught on in our city because people have wearied of  generic clubs, 

with their “vodka & Red Bull” combos and remixes of  old songs. It coincided with the rise 
of  nonconformist hipster culture that started to set trends, and the more significant role in 
city life that young workers from IT-companies began to play. At first my friends and I just 
wanted to be a part of  this new bar subculture, but then we got used to a higher quality of  

service, not to mention the extraordinary cocktails with high content of  alcohol on offer. 
Today bars are not only about drinks, they are also about atmosphere, stories and people. 
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THE ABUNDANCE OF NEW 

СONCEPT BARS IN KYIV HAS 
LED TO PATRONS BEING 

SPOILED FOR CHOICE. THE 

PREDOMINANCE OF SOCIAL 

MEDIA HAS LED TO NEW 

WAYS OF PROMOTING THE 

SCENE THAT ARE LESS MAIN-

STREAM – MORE INSIDER; 

MORE INTIMATE. ADDED 

TO THIS ARE BARTENDERS 

THAT DISPLAY TALENT AND 

PRIDE IN THEIR WORK AND 

INNOVATIVE TWISTS TO THE 

TRADITIONAL COCKTAIL 

STAPLES AS WELL AS ORIGINAL 

CONCOCTIONS. THE RESULT 

IS A BOOMING INDUSTRY WITH 

HIGH TURNOVER – SOME BARS 

ATTAIN POPULAR AND TRENDY 

STATUS, OTHERS CLOSE THEIR 

DOORS BEFORE THE FIRST 

BOTTLE OF GIN IS POURED. 

HOW NOT TO GET LOST IN THE 

PROLIFERATION OF BARS IN THE 

CITY? READ ON AND TAKE IT 

ALONG ON YOUR NEXT FRIDAY 

BAR CRAWL. 

HENDRICK’S BAR
The concept of  Hendrick’s is a ‘bar-in-a-

bar’: it is situated in a secret space beneath  

another popular place, True Burger Bar. I 

prefer to start my Friday bar crawl here for 

two reasons. First, a luscious burger with 

medium-rare meat in True Burger gives 

me enough energy to be able to hang out 

until dawn. Secondly, Hendrick’s gorgeous 

bartender Yulia makes a mind-blowing 

Peas & Mint concoction. It might seem 

hard to get your head around an alcoholic 

beverage made with gin and peas. It was 

for me, but it is worth it. Speaking of  Yulia, 

when she is working her magic, the men 

tend to take seats near the bar counter 

while girls enjoy cocktails in an atmos-

phere akin to 1920s America.

Amount spent: 148 UAH

Hendrick’s

 (Bohdana Khmelnytskoho 42)
Open: Wednesday - Thursday 18:00-01:00, 

Friday-Saturday 18:00-03:00

Admission/deposit: FREE/NO

Table reserve: yes

 +38 099 010 9993

 hendricksbar 

BARMAN DICTAT
The first time I found myself  in Barman 
Dictat was when my friend’s ex-boyfriend 
played a concert with his band there. 

While she listened to him playing trum-

pet, I took a seat behind the long steel bar 

counter. As I took in the ambience of  Bar-

man Dictat, I asked the barman to serve 

me a cocktail I wouldn’t forget. He was 

happy to oblige, and after about five min-

utes served me Tickle Balls. The cocktail 

turned out to be the perfect companion 

to jazz music and romantic nostalgia for 

a broken relationship. Barman Dictat is a 

bar where live music plays every evening 

seven days a week. 

Amount spent: 165 UAH

Barman Dictat

 (Khreschatyk 44)
Open: 18.00 – 06.00

Admission/deposit: FREE/NO

Table reserve: yes

 +38 050 346 1636

 barmandictat 

 barmandictat.bar

PAROVOZ SPEAK EASY
After watching the horror movie It based 

on Stephen King’s novel, I definitely 
needed a strong cocktail and a sincere 

talk. Luckily, the Parovoz Speak Easy bar 

is located in the same building occupied 

by Kyiv Cinema, which has been there 

since 1952. As I prefer to enjoy horror 

films in the company of  no more than 
cheesy popcorn, I went to the bar alone 

and took a seat behind the bar counter. 

The best thing about Parovoz is that the 

barstaff are always open to small talk. Tell 
them more about yourself  and your fla-

vour preferences and you will get a cock-

tail tailor-made for you. That night, Ori-

ental Jin Fizz saved me from nightmares 

dominated by clowns and bloodshed.

Amount spent: 210 UAH

Parovoz Speak Easy 

 (V Vasylkivska 19) 
Open: 12:00-02:00

Admission/deposit: FREE/NO

Table reserve: yes

 +38 044 235 2413

 parovozspeakeasy

 parovoz.bar

HITCHCOOK
Alfred Hitchcock once said: “A glimpse into 

the world proves horror is nothing other 

than reality”. Sometimes I agree with the 

‘Master of  Suspense’, especially after an 

exhausting work day. Going to Hitchcook 
might be compared with an escape from 

true-life drama in order to delve into the 
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universe of  Hitchcock’s movies. This bar 

excels on the Kyiv bar scene because of  
original drinks made with special in-house 

ingredients like watermelon cocktail foam 

or bacon-infused tequila. Only at Hitch-

cook can you sample Winston Church-

ill’s cocktail of  choice or emulate Audrey 

Hepburn while enjoying the cocktail she 

drank in Breakfast at Tiffany’s. I often or-
der Joker, which holds the 50th position in 

the Hitchcook cocktail menu made in the 

form of  a pack of  cards. Joker is something 

different each time, and ensures you get an 
extra special cocktail made with seasonal 
viands or invented in an experimental way. 
Every time I drink it, Joker turns out to be 

as unpredictable and intriguing as any of  

Hitchcock’s films. 
Amount spent: 150 UAH

Hitchcock 

 (Sportyvna Square 1A, 7th floor – 
Gulliver Business Centre)
Open: 14:00-02:00

Admission/deposit: FREE/NO

Table reserve: yes

 +38 044 364 0619

 hitchcookbar

 hitchcook.com.ua

ALCHEMIST
Spending an evening in Alchemist Bar 

means you have a chance to hang out at 

three different parties in one night. Last 
Friday, my love and I took a table in a 

secret Alchemist room and discussed the 

new Ukrainian Erotic Photography book. 

We then shifted to a room with a stage 

and listened to live jazz music, and after 

23.00 started to move slowly to the bar 

counter where we ordered our favourite 

Negroni cocktail prior to the beginning 

of  a groovy DJ performance. After mid-

night, this place throngs with people, the 

DJ set is at full blast, and is the perfect 

antidote to freezing nights in the big 

city. When I think about Alchemist Bar 

the first word that comes to my mind is 
chemistry. It is all about the chemistry of  

cocktails, atmosphere, and sounds. 

Amount spent: 160 UAH

Alchemist

 (Shota Rustaveli 12)
Open: 12:00-03:00

Admission/deposit: FREE/NO

Table reserve: yes

 +38 096 008 7070

 alchemistbarkiev

MORE COCKTAILS?

Loggerhead

 (Taras Shevchenko 1)
Open: Sunday-Thursday  

19:00-02:00,  

Friday-Saturday 19:00-03:00

 loggerhead.bar

ZigZag

 (Reitarska 13)
Open: 09:00-23:00

 +38 068 385 6551

 zigzagkyiv

Bar/13

 (Reitarska 21/13)
Open: 18.00 – last client

 bardrob13

Visit all recom-
mended places in 
one night, or pick 
one bar per day 
throughout the 
week? I prefer the 
first option when I 
am in the compa-
ny of my fabulous 
friends and the sec-
ond one when there 
is only two of us. In 
any case, all these 
bars deserve to rank 
high on your ‘get 
drunk points’ on the 
city map, as well as 
venues to become a 
different person even 
if just for the night.

Kosatka

 (V Zhytomyrska 25/2)
Open: 09:00-23:00

 +38 044 272 2530

 kosatkacafe

 kosatkacafe.com

Dogs & Tails

 (Shota Rustaveli 19)
Open: 12.00-01:00

 +38 044 353 0907

 dogsandtailskiev

Podil East India Company

 (Mezhyhirska 9)
Open: 12:00-02:00

 +38 095 631 9585

 podileastindiacompany

Sklad

 (Bessarabs’ka Sqr 2)
Open: 24/7

 +38 067 564 9488

 sklad.bar

 sklad.bar 

Dusha cocktail/espresso bar

 (Lva Tolstoho 39)
Open: Sunday-Thursday 09:00-

23:00, Friday-Saturday 09:00-02:00

 +38 067 366 1991

 dushacocktailespressobar

Black Tot Bar

 (V Zhytomyrska 16)
Open: Wednesday-Saturday  

18:00-02:00

 +38 068 500 9701

 blacktotbar

Old Fashioned Bar/32

 (Vozdvyzhens’ka 32)
Open: Tuesday-Sunday 11:00-23:00

 +38 066 546 1807

 bar32vozdvizhenka

 bar32.kiev.ua 

RECIPES – DON’T TRY THIS AT HOME. MUCH BETTER WHEN MADE FOR YOU

PEAS & MINT
• Hendrick’s gin 35 ml

•  Cocchi Aperitivo  

Americano 15 ml

• Lemon juice 15 ml

• Sugar 15 ml

• Fresh peas

• Mint

TICKLE BALLS
• Peach Cartron 20 ml 

• Lime cordial 20 ml

• Cinzano Dry 20 ml 

• Bourbon Rye 40 ml salt

• Float 60 lime foam

ORIENTAL JIN FIZZ
• Tenqueray № 10 Gin 60 ml 
• Jasmin syrup 15ml 

• Yuzu puree 15ml 

• Lime fresh  15ml 

• Soda water 70 ml 

• Cumquat as a garnish
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Art & Family | October - November 2017

A HOUSE OF MYSTERIOUS 
ADVENTURES
Circus show

 14-15 October at 12.00 and 17.00
 VDNH (Akademika Hlushkova 1)

Tourist Alex gets lost in a forest during a 
thunderstorm and suddenly finds shelter 
at an abandoned house. And here his ad-

ventures begin as the host of  the house is a 

vampire who adores cutting people in half. 

Intrigued? Well, you should be, as this circus 

show will keep you scared and astonished 

from the very first until the last minute. 
 190 - 2 499 UAH

 +38 080 050 2017

JUST FOR TEENS

Teenager festival

 15 October at 10.00 - 19.00
 Kyiv Palace of  Children and Youth (I Mazepy 13)

The life of  a teenager today is tough – 

lots of  classes at school, more lessons or 

programmes after school, and no time 

for fun. At least for one day, teenagers 

in Kyiv can relax and choose whatever 
activity they like – this Teenager’s Festi-

val will offer a number of  master-classes, 
quizzes, and other fun activities.

 300-350 UAH

 events/1991540317770408/

LIVING DINOSAURS 
Exhibition of giant moving sculptures

 3 October - 5 November
 VDNH (Akademika Hlushkova 1)
 100-150 UAH

 +38 080 050 2017 

KURAZH BAZAR BIRTHDAY
Fair-market

 14-15 October at 11.00-23.00
 Platforma Art-factory (Bilomorska 1)
 50 UAH

 events/709983495832107/ 

FANTASTIC STORY
Festival of  chrysanthemums

 4-23 October
 Spivoche Pole Park (Arsenalna metro station)
 30 UAH

PLAYING TO THE PAST
Exhibition of  photographic works

 5 October - 19 November
 Izolyatsiya Foundation (Naberezhno-Lugova 8) 

To understand the present, you have to 

have an understanding of  the past – this 

concept applies to Ukraine, a country 

where the history and mentality were 

greatly transformed during the Soviet 

period. This exhibition of  works by pho-

to-correspondents from renowned soviet 

newspaper Izvestiya shows not Soviet real-

ity, but the utopian world the communist 

ideology constructed via media, propagan-

da, and through sowing seeds in the minds 

of  people. Exhibition visitors can browse 
the works themselves to create their own 

picture of  Ukraine’s Soviet past.

 Free

 +38 050 477 2620

NEW WORKS

Exhibition of paintings by Ihor Husyev

 27 September - 22 October 
 Voloshyn Gallery (Tereshchenkivska13) 

This new exhibition by Ihor Husyev has 
an autumnal flavour: nature and city 
landscapes are pictured in a state of  flux. 
What seems like a classical painting at 

first glance, is in fact a masterly post-mod-

ernistic sleight of  hand: each picture fea-

tures a number of  colourful stripes as if  it 

is a still motion frame. Take yourself  on a 

journey among Husyev’s works and dis-

cover his viewpoint on the modern world.  

  Free

 +38 044 234 1427

TODAY THAT NEVER HAPPENED 

Festival of  young artists

 28 September – 29 October
 Mystetsky Arsenal (Lavrska 10-12)

This new Ukrainian art festival is all 

about youth – three young curators Liza 

German, Mariya Lanko, and Kateryna 

Filyuk put forward the names of  young 

artists to reflect on what life means today, 
how people live in this moment, and what 

this moment means. As a result, Mystet-

sky Arsenal is housing 67 art installations 

and exhibits that may surprise you.
 30-60 UAH 

 +38 044 288 5225

VIDEO
Exhibition of  video works by 

Danylo Halkin

 22 September – 22 October
 Shcherbenko Art Center (Mykhaylivska 22V)
 +38 096 801 2041 

INVISIBLE ART-OBJECTS

Excursion in total darkness

 28 September – 28 November
 03.00 (Honchara 45V)

Book your visit in advance

  100 UAH

  +38 044 345 0300

FRAGILE STATE 

Group exhibition and performance

 17 June - 7 January 2018
 PinchukArtCentre (1/3-2, «А» Block, Velyka 

Vasylkivska/Baseyna)
 +38 044 590 0858

PLAIN LAND
Exhibition of  photographs by 

Dmytro Bohachuk

 4 October – 17 December
 Brucie Collections (Sichovykh Striltsiv 55V)
 +38 044 353 1234

PAINTINGS AND GRAPHICS
Exhibition of  paintings and graph-

ic works by Ayyad Alnimer

 26 September – 21 October
 Tryptykh Gallery (Andriyivsky Uzviz 34)
 +38 044 279 0759
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Theatre & Classical Music | October - November 2017

Homo Sovetikus. American 

comedy and Soviet tragedy

Premier play 

 18 October at 19.00
 100-470 UAH

 Central House of  Officers of  Ukraine’s 
Armed Forces (Mykhaila Hrushevskoho 30/1)

 cbo.org.ua 

Testosterone or Feast of  Spirit

Performance featuring Black Square  

theatre of  improvisation actors

 18 October at 19.30
 120-520 UAH

 Caribbean Club (Symona Petlyury 4)
 caribbean.com.ua

Death and the Maiden

Concert featuring Virtuosos of  

Kyiv Orchestra

 19 October at 20.00
 100-350 UAH

 National Music Academy of  Ukraine 
(Arkhitektora Horodetskoho 1-3/11)

 knmau.com.ua 

NAONI Orchestra

Ukrainian National Academic Orchestra 

of  Folk Instruments

 19 October at 19.00
 150-350 UAH

 Central House of  Officers of  Ukraine’s 
Armed Forces (Mykhaila Hrushevskoho 30/1)

 cbo.org.ua 

Floria Toska

Opera in Italian in three acts

 20 October at 19.00
 20-400 UAH

 National Opera of  Ukraine (Volodymyrska 50)
 opera.com.ua

The Donkey Must Be Thin

Theatre on the roof

 20 October at 20:00
 175-275 UAH

 House of  Architects (Borysa Hrinchenka 7)
 archite.com.ua 

The Lungs

Modern British drama

 21 October at 18.00
 100 UAH

 New Dramatic Theatre of  Pechersk 
(Nemyrovycha-Danchenka 5) 

 newtheatre.kiev.ua

#Dreamers

Lighting hi tech performance, the first 
lighting theatre in Europe

 22 October at 19.00
 150-450 UAH

 International Centre for Culture and Arts 
(Heroyiv Nebesnoyi Sotni Alley 1)

 icca.kiev.ua 

RadioСhoir UA
Premier art-project featuring Academic 

Choir of  Ukraine’s National Radio Com-

pany 

 26 October at 19.00
 70-200 UAH

 Sound Recording House of  Ukrainian Radio 
(Leonida Pervomaiskoho 5)

 nrcu.gov.ua/Bud_zvuk 

DraculaVlad 

Premier musical show 

 27 October at 19.00 
 140-800 UAH  

 International Centre for Culture and Arts 
(Heroyiv Nebesnoyi Sotni Alley 1)

 icca.kiev.ua 

 

Salida Cruzada – Eight Steps of  

Tango 

Play, a story of  romance between a man 

and a woman

 3, 5, and 10 November at 19.00
 200-250 UAH

 National Palace of  Arts Ukraina (Velyka 
Vasylkivska 103) 

 palace-ukraine.com 

 

Coffee House No. 6
Ambiguous comedy 

 5 November at 19.00
 50-80UAH

 European Theatre Centre Krakiv (Rusanivska 
Naberezhna 12)

 etc.krakiv 

Che Malambo

New dynamic show directed by 

award-winning French choreographer 

Gilles Brinas 

 11 November at 15.00 and 19.00
 200-2 000 UAH

 International Centre for Culture and Arts 
(Heroyiv Nebesnoyi Sotni Alley 1)

 icca.kiev.ua 

Erisioni (GE)

Georgian State Academic Song and 

Dance Band

 14 November at 19.00
 350-1 800 UAH

 International Centre for Culture and Arts 
(Heroyiv Nebesnoyi Sotni Alley 1)

 icca.kiev.ua 

The Sky Above the Show Booth

Poetic solo performance featuring famous 

Russian actor Konstantin Raikin 

 15 November at 19.00
 600-2000UAH

 Kyiv Academic Operetta Theatre (V Vasylkivska 53/3)
 operetta.com.ua

NEVER TOO MUCH BALLET 
Yana Salenko (UA) and World 
Ballet Stars, Gala Concert 

 21 October at 19.00 
 Palace Ukraine (V Vasylkivska 103) 

Kyiv-born Yana Salenko – now the prin-

cipal dancer of  the Berlin State Ballet – 

always thrills audiences with her impec-

cable technique as she performs on the 

most prestigious stages across the globe. 

Her repertoire ranges from traditional 

pieces to contemporary or neo-classical 

variations. This month she treats us to an-

other of  her sensational shows featuring 

the world’s top dancers. The highlight of  

the event will be a one-act modern ballet 

Dietrich specially staged for Ukrainians. 

 390-2 990 UAH 

 palace-ukraine.com

LET YOUR STRINGS BE PULLED 
Pavel Vangeli: Swinging 

Marionettes (CZ, puppet show)

 22 October at 11.00
 Kyiv Conservatory (Arkhitektora Horodetskoho 1-3/11)  

For the first time ever, famous Czech pup-

peteer, author, director, and singer Pavel 

Vangeli brings his legendary one-man revue 

show Swinging Marionettes to Kyiv. While 

dexterously handling his 70cm tall string 
puppets, the maestro keeps the audience on 

the edge of  their seats with funny sketches, 

situational humour, and memorable char-

acters – the Angel, the Devil, the Clowns, 

the English Gentlemen, and the Skeletons. 

 100-450 UAH 

 knmau.com.ua 
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Three young, charismatic and sensu-

al ragazzi – Piero Barone, Ignazio Bo-

schetto (tenors) and Gianluca Ginoble 

(the baritone) – make up the pop-opera 

band that won the televote and reached 

third place in the 2015 Eurovision Song 

Contest. To discover more about their 

works and personality, What’s On talks 

exlusively to these Italian talents bringing 
opera to the masses. 

Which country tends to give you the 
warmest reception? 
Gianluca Ginoble: Other than our 

home, Italy, we have received an extreme-

ly warm reception in South America, 

with every concert sold out! 

Do your concerts attract young people? 
Piero Barone: I think the great thing 

about our concerts is that we have a mix 
of  people of  all ages! We have fans in the 
first row who are 14 and fans sitting next 
to them who are 75. 

Ignazio Boschetto:  Our fan group 

name is ‘ILVOLOVERS’!

What do you know about Ukraine 
and Ukrainians? 
Piero Barone: My best friend is from 

Ukraine. He has told me so many great 

things about the country. Of  course, he 

has also told me that Ukrainian girls are 

the most beautiful in the world, so I for 

sure will check it out! 
Ignazio Boschetto. I have been told 

Ukraine has a very interesting and tasty 

cuisine. I cannot wait to try some Vareni-

ki when I come!

What are your hobbies? 
Ignazio Boschetto: I love tennis, cook-

ing, and horses. I actually have my own 

horses back in Sicily, which I ride and 

take care of. 

Piero Barone: For me, family is the most 

important thing. Unfortunately, I am not 

able to see my family often due to my 

schedule. However, I also love riding my 

jet ski in the sea in Sicily.

You dedicate your performance to the 
three great tenors. Do you feel a sense 
of  responsibility because of  this? 
Piero Barone: I dreamt of  singing with 

Placido Domingo on the same stage and 

I’m glad that my dream came true at the 

premiere of  Notte Magica in Florence 

last year.

Gianluca Ginoble:  We sing arias from 

Puccini’s Tosca and other famous operas, 

the world-famous composition O Sole 

Mio, and Frank Sinatra’s My Way. We try 

to inspire people with Italian culture and 

beautiful Italian music!

Italians say, “We Italians are all a 
bit crazy.” Is it true?
Ignazio Boschetto:  I wouldn’t say we 

are crazy, we are just extremely passion-

ate! This is why we use hand gestures so 
much! 

What can you say to WO’s readers?
Piero Barone: We would like to invite all 

the readers of  What’s On to our concert 

in Kyiv at Palats Sportu on 23 October! 
We want to be able to share a piece of  It-

aly with you all and we plan to bring you 

a true Notte Magica (Magical Night). 

AFTER HITTING HEADLINES 

WORLDWIDE, THE ITALIAN 

PHENOMENON IL VOLO (‘THE FLIGHT’ 

IN ENGLISH) FINALLY COMES TO TOWN 

TO SHOW OFF THEIR INCREDIBLE 

VOCALS IN A MAGICAL NIGHT 

DEDICATED TO PLACIDO DOMINGO, 

JOSE CARRERAS, AND LUCIANO 

PAVAROTTI. 

IL VOLO
Notte Magica – A Tribute to The Three 

Tenors (IT, classical crossover pop)

 23 October at 19.00
 Palace of  Sports (Sportyvna Square 1) 
 300-3 500 UAH 

 spalace.com.ua

Una Canzone, 
Per Favore
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Cinema & Sport  | October - November 2017

Oscar Shorts Animation 2017

 5-30 October
 Cinema throughout Kyiv

From 5 to 30 October, cinemas across Ukraine 

will be showcasing Oscar Shorts Animation 

2017! Program includes the a film about 
friendship, life, and the long road home – Pear 

Cider and Cigarettes, melancholic western 

Borrowed Time, philosophical tale Blind 

Vaishya, and nostalgic musical Pearl.

 60 – 150 UAH

 kinofilms.ua/afisha 

Lady Macbeth (drama)

 17, 19, 21, and 22 October
 Kinopanorama (Shota Rustaveli 19)

In 19th-century rural England, a young 

bride who has been sold into marriage dis-

covers an unstoppable desire within herself  

as she enters into an affair with a worker on 
her estate.

 70 UAH

 kinopanorama.com.ua

Sticky Notes (comedy, drama)

 11-18 October
 Zhovten (Kostyantynivska 26)

The film explores the story of  Athena 
(Rose Leslie), a struggling dancer trying 

to make it in LA. Athena’s father Jack 

(Ray Liotta) interrupts her lonely and 

detached existence when he asks her to 
move home to Florida to care for him... 

big news: he has cancer.

 45 – 75 UAH

 zhovten-kino.kiev.ua 

British Theatre in Cinema

 24 October 19.00 and 31 October 19.00
 Kyiv (V Vasylkivska 19)

Two of  the best shows of  the British 

Vic Theatre will be shown in origi-

nal language with Ukrainian subtitles. 

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead 

(24 Oct) and Yerma (31 Oct).

 175 UAH

 kievkino.com.ua 

Tuesday evenings at Cinema City

 Every Tuesday at 19.00
 Cinema City (Ocean Plaza, Antonovycha 176)

English-language movies show every Tuesday 

at Cinema City in Ocean Plaza. New and old 

titles alike feature, and with popcorn and the 

silver screen, it’s always a good outing. 

 from 70 UAH

 cinemaciti.ua 

Arsenal Kyiv – Ukrainian Cup 
football (Round of  16)

 25 October home to Veres Rivne

 arsenal-kyiv.com 

Kyiv Ukrainochka – Women’s 
Hockey League

 13-15 October home to Dnepr Queens, 

Kharkiv Panthers, and Dnipro Squirrels

 10-12 November Dnipro vs. Dnepr 

Queens, Dnipro Squirrels, and Kremen-

chuk Avalanche

  WCFHU

Budivelnyk Kyiv – Ukrainian 
SuperLeague Basketball

 27 October away at Bipa Basket Odesa

 28 October away at BC Khimik

 4 November away at Cherkasy Mavpy

 9 November home to MBC Mykolaiv

 11 November home to BC Zaporizhiya

 Kyiv Palace of  Sports (Sportivna Ploshcha 1)
 budivelnyk.ua

Dynamo Kyiv – Ukraine Premiere 
League

 15 October away  

at Chornomorets Odesa

 22 October home to 

Shakhtar Donetsk

 28 October away at Karpaty Lviv

 3 November home to Vorskla Poltava

 Olympiyskiy Stadium (V Vasylkivska 55)
 fcdynamo.kiev.ua/en 

Dynamo Kyiv – Europa League

 19 October Group stage –  

home to Young Boys

 2 November Group stage –  

away at Young Boys

 Olympiyskiy Stadium (V Vasylkivska 55)
 fcdynamo.kiev.ua/en 

Dynamo Kyiv – Ukrainian Cup 
football (Round of  16)

 25 October away at FC Oleksandriya

 fcdynamo.kiev.ua/en 

UKRAINE FAILS TO QUALIFY FOR 2018 WORLD CUP
FIFA has Croatia to thank for preventing the awkward – and likely dangerous – prospect of  

Ukraine participating in next summer’s World Cup in Russia. Needing a victory at home 
over the second place Croats to make the European playoffs, Ukraine faltered with two 
second half  strikes by Croatian striker Andrej Kramaric (62’, 70’). The loss ensured that 

Ukraine finished third in Group I with a 5-3-2 record. Iceland won the group and became 
the smallest nation to qualify for the World Cup in the process, while Croatia will play in a 

home-and-away series in a last-ditch effort to qualify. Next up for Ukraine’s national team is 
the inaugural UEFA Nations Cup, which will see Europe’s national teams split into divisions 

based on rankings and will offer four qualification spots to EURO 2020. That tournament 
will begin in September 2018, just months after the World Cup in Russia. 

SUPER SEPTEMBER SEES DYNAMO 
GO UNDEFEATED

Ukraine’s premiere football club contin-

ued a superb start to the 2017-18 season 

by walking through September undefeat-

ed in all competitions. The team opened 

up their Europa League Group B sched-

ule with back-to-back wins over Albania’s 

Skenderbeu Korce (3-1) and Serbia’s Par-

tizan (3-2). Next up is a home-and-away 
set with the club that knocked them out 

of  the Champions League, Switzerland’s 

Young Boys. On the home front, Dynamo 

took care of  business with a victory over 

Olympic Donetsk (2-1) and draws with 

Veres Rivne (0-0) and Zorya Luhansk 

(4-4). The league’s last undefeated team 

sits in second place with 7-0-3 record af-

ter 10 games. Must see games this month 

include the Champions Europa League 

home tilt vs. Young Boys on 19 October, 

the Premier League game against arch-ri-

vals Shakhtar on 22 October, and the 

Ukrainian Cup Round of  16 match away 

at FC Oleksandriya. 

 fcdynamo.kiev.ua/en 
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Night Life  | October - November 2017

Ricky Martin  

Tribute Show

 17 October at 20.00
 120-400 UAH

 Caribbean Club (Symona Petlury 4) 
 caribbean.com.ua

Almondo 1 Year Anniversary

Featuring Mozgi

 19 October at 21.00
 Almondo (Lesi Ukrainku 34)
 almondo-restaurant.com

Open Space by Anna Lee: Cosmic 

Gate (DE, trance)

 20 October at 22.00
 200 UAH

 Forsage (Harmatna 51a)
 forsageclub.com.ua 

Runov, Kotlet & Zadak

 20 October at 21.00
 ladies – free, men – 250 UAH

 CHI (Parkova Doroha 16a)
 DecadenceHouse

Monte (DE, deephouse)

 21 October at 23.00
 ladies – free, men – 350 UAH

 Skybar (Vasylkivska 5)
 www.skybar.ua 

Djuma Soundsystem – Monotonik 

session ft. Dj Kon & Kinree 

 21 October at 22:00
 22:00-00:00 ladies – 30 UAH, men – 

40 UAH, after 00:00 ladies – 60 UAH, 

men – 80 UAH

 Forsage (Harmatna 51a)
 forsageclub.com.ua

Salsa Night

 26 October at 20.00
 before 23.30 – free, after ladies – free, 

men – 150 UAH

 Shooters (Moskovskaya 22)
 shooters.kiev.ua 

Halloween with DJ HELL (DE)

 28 October at 00.00
 ladies – free, men – 400 UAH

 CHI (Parkova Doroha16a)
 DecadenceHouse

Star & Orchestra:  

Olya Dibrova

 28 October at 20.00
 290-1490 UAH

 Caribbean Club (Symona Petlury 4) 
 caribbean.com.ua

Halloween – Dark Night

 28 October at 22.00
 350 UAH

 Platforma (Belomorska 1)
 concert.ua 

Nightmare on Shooters Street

 29 October at 21.00
 before 00.00 – free, after ladies – free, 

men – 150 UAH

 Shooters (Moskovskaya 22)
 shooters.kiev.ua 

HALLOWEEN @Alchemist Bar
 31 October at 20.00
 free  

 Alchemist (Shota Rustaveli 12)
 AlchemistBarKiev

Ben Delay (DE, electronic)

 31 October at 23.00
 visit site to check

 Indigo (Kudryashova 3)
 indigo-project.com.ua  

The real Halloween! 

DJ Burzhuy & Natasha Rostove, 

Freak Show 

 31 October at 22:00
 22:00-00:00 ladies – 40 UAH, men – 

60 UAH, after 00:00 ladies – 60 UAH, 

men – 80 UAH

 Forsage (Harmatna 51a)
 forsageclub.com.ua

Rhythm Bureau: Stroboscopic 

Artefacts

 4 November at 23.50
 199-450 UAH

 Dovzhenko Studios (Dovzhenko 4)
 concert.ua 

Phonique (DE, electronic), 

Dessous, Pokerflat
 4 November at 22.00
 22:00-00:00 ladies – 30 UAH, men – 

40 UAH, after 00:00 ladies – 60 UAH, 

men – 80 UAH

 Forsage (Harmatna 51a)
 forsageclub.com.ua

Rene Amesz (NL, electronic),  

Toolroom, Suara

 11 November at 22.00 
 22:00-00:00 ladies – 30 UAH, men – 

40 UAH, after 00:00 ladies – 60 UAH, 

men – 80 UAH

 Forsage (Harmatna 51a)
 forsageclub.com.ua

Milk & Sugar (DE, house)

 11 November 23.00
 visit site to check

 Indigo (Kudryashova 3)
 indigo-project.com.ua  

EARLY HALLOWEEN START
Halloween ft. Kolombo  

(BE, electronic), Andrew Rai & 

Stage Rockers

 Forsage (Harmatna 51a)
 27 October at 22.00

Olivier Grégoire is one of  Belgium’s 

most prolific producer/DJs. Mastering 
the art of  modern production, he has 

experimented with many dance genres 
leading to a huge discography that 

includes releases on some of  the world’s 

finest electronic imprints. Running Lou-

lou Records, his label Loulou Players has 

a firm house music policy with a knack 
for scouting future talents and thereby 

receiving strong support from top names. 

Come and celebrate Halloween in style 

tonight.

 100 UAH

 forsageclub.com.ua

CATCH UP WITH SIAN 

Sian Evans (UK, trip-hop) 
 Alchemist (Shota Rustaveli 12)
 20 October at 21.00

Hailing from Bristol, Sian Evans is 

a vocalist, songwriter, and energetic 

front-woman of  British electronic 

group Kosheen, who gained fame in 

the early 2000s with Top 10 hits Catch, 

Hide U, and All In My Head. Those 

heading to Alchemist this evening are 

in for a good night with Evans and her 

unique vocals.

 check site for more details

 AlchemistBarKiev
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Live Music | October - November 2017

Damien Escobar (US, jazz)
 17 October at 19.00
 250-3 000 UAH

 National Palace of  Arts Ukraine 
(V Vasylkiyvksa 103)

 karabas.com

Johnny Oneal

 20 October at 20.00
 400-1 300 UAH

 Bel’Etage (Shota Rustaveli 16a)
 concert.ua

The Retuses (RU)
 20 October at 20.00
 200-450 UAH

 ATLAS (Sichovykh Striltsiv 37-41)
 concert.ua

 RECOMMENDS 

MONATIK

 20 October at 19.00
 799-5 999 UAH

 Palace of  Sports (Sportyvna Square 1)
 concert.ua

BrainStorm (LT, pop/rock)

 21 October at 19.00
 600-2 000 UAH

 ATLAS (Sichovykh Striltsiv 37-41)
 concert.ua

Pippo Pollina

 21 October at 19.00
 220-350 UAH

 Caribbean Club (Symona Petlyury 4)
 concert.ua

Joe Cocker Tribute

 24 October at 19.00
 170-650 UAH

 International Centre for Culture and Arts 
(Heroyiv Nebesnoyi Sotni Alley 1)

 karabas.com

Glenn Hughes (UK, rock)
 26 October at 19.00
 350-2 000 UAH

 Palace of  Culture and Arts – 
“KPI” (Pr Peremohy 37)

 karabas.com

Maria Chaykovskaya (new album 

presentation)

 29 October at 19.00
 250-1 000 UAH

 ATLAS (Sichovykh Striltsiv 37-41)
 concert.ua

Poets of  the Fall (FI, rock)

 1 Noveber at 20.00
 990-3 560UAH

 Sentrum (Shota Rustaveli 11)
 karabas.com

J.Bernardt

 2 November at 20.00
 380-560UAH

 Sentrum (Shota Rustaveli 11)
 concert.ua

Nastya Znikaye

 6 November at 20.00
 120-450UAH

 Caribbean Club (Symona Petlyury 4)
 concert.ua

The Kooks (UK, pop rock)
 8 November at 19.00
 990-2 000UAH

 Stereo Plaza (Lobanovskogo 119)
 karabas.com

 RECOMMENDS 

Adam Gontier (CA, rock)

 8 November at 19.00
 750-1 700UAH

 ATLAS (Sichovykh Striltsiv, 37-41)
 concert.ua

All Music is Jazz

 10 November – 13 November at 20.00
 450-800UAH

 CLOSER (Nizhnyurkovskaya 31)
 concert.ua

VIII International Blues Festival

 12 November at 20.00
 300-450UAH

 Bel’Etage (Shota Rustaveli, 16a)
 concert.ua

HOLD YOUR BREATH – AN EMOTIONAL MELANCHOLY 
Benjamin Clementine (UK, avante-garde, progressive)

 10 November at 19.00
 October Palats (Institutskaya 1)

A nugget, forged on the streets of  England and France, in November will present an un-

forgettable evening to Kyiv connoisseurs of  avant-garde music. The contemporary-artist 

Benjamin Clementine lost his home due to his passion for music and was forced to become 

a vagabond musician (to busk), but this did not prevent him from finding world fame and 
becoming a tenor of  his generation. And just as the piano strings vibrate from Clementine’s 

play, also the sense of  his songs makes his listeners react. Come and enjoy this part of  the 

modern music scene.

 600-2 000 UAH

 concert.ua

RHYTHM OF FREEDOM

Bugge Wesseltoft (NOR, jazz)
 23 October at 20.00
 CLOSER (Nizhnyurkovskaya 31)

Bugge Wesseltoft is a musical enthusiast 

who in his oeuvre laconically combines 

piano, electronic instruments, and per-

cussion. His work is interpreted and re-

vealed through intuition, rather than 

direct narrative. Thus, Bugge creates an 

atmosphere in which the listener encoun-

ters existential categories of  being  – anx-

iety, fear, and alienation – and finds peace 
in them. And it’s worth going through, 

again.

 500 UAH

 karabas.com
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What’s Ahead

PINCHUKARTCENTER PRIZE 
NOMINEES 

Exhibition of  art works by 

20 Ukrainian young artists]
 From February 2017 through 

to May 2018
 PinchukArtCentre (1/3-2, «А» Block, Velyka 

Vasylkivska/Baseyna)
This year, 650 Ukrainian artists applied for 

the Pinchuk Art Prize and the well-respected 

jury shortlisted 20 of  them. They are artists 

aged up to 35, and they come from all over 

Ukraine, including occupied Luhansk and 

other eastern Ukrainian cities. In the spring 

of  next year they will showcase their work 
at the PinchukArtCenter and the winner 

of  the contest will receive 250 000 UAH. 

Among the nominees is Serhiy Radkevych 

who won a special PinchukArtCenter prize 

in 2011, and since then his murals and gi-

ant icon-like works have been shown widely 

abroad.

 +380 44 590 0858

FIBA WORLD CUP QUALIFIERS
 23 November away at Sweden and  

 26 November home to Turkey

 Palats Sport (Sportivna 1)
The Ukrainian national basketball team sets 

out on the long road to qualify for the 2019 

FIBA World Cup in China – and eventually 

the 2020 Olympics in Tokyo, Japan – with 

its first qualification matches in November. 
The team travels to Norrkoping, Sweden for 

their opening game on 23 November before 

returning to host Turkey at Kyiv’s Sports 

Palace (Sportivna 1) on 26 November. 

Ukraine will play Latvia, the other team in 

Group B, when the competition resumes in 

February. Ukraine will likely be without the 

services of  NBAers Alex Len of  the Phoe-

nix Suns and Joel Bolomboy of  the Utah 
Jazz, but hope to count on the likes of  blue 

chip NCAA prospect Svyatoslav Mykhaliuk 

and captain Vyacheslav Kravtsov in their 

efforts. The top two European teams at the 
2019 World Cup automatically qualify for 

the 2020 Olympics. Ukraine finished 15th at 

this summer’s Eurobasket competition. 

 60 – 200 UAH

 fbu.ua 

FEAST FOR THE EYES AND EARS 

Georgian Legend (GE, folk music and dance show)

 16 November at 19.00
 Palace Ukraine (Velyka Vasylkivska 103)

You have to be born Georgian to dance Georgian-style. The male talents demonstrate their 

explosive strength and fiery masculinity as they leap defying gravity, spin on their knees, and 
prance on-point, with plenty of  twists and turns. In contrast, the female dancers effortlessly 
float like swans on the stage, with their moves full of  grace and dignity. Georgian Legend is a 
spectacular performance that blends music, choreography and cutting-edge technology to tell 

an inspiring story of  the Georgian nation – proud, generous, and independent. After taking the 

world by storm, the famous dancers make a one-night stop in Kyiv to treat you to a show filled 
with energy, passion and mastery. 

 200 – 1 450 UAH

 palace-ukraine.com 

FRENCH DJ DUDE
David Guetta (FR, DJ, electronic )

 28 January 2018 at 19.00
 International Exhibition Centre (Brovarskiy 

Pr 15)
David Guetta is rightfully considered one 

of  the most popular and authoritative 

electronic musicians on the modern stage. 

Twice Grammy Award winner, he has re-

mained in the British magazine DJ Mag’s 

Top 100 DJs for the past decade. Stars liter-

ally stand in line to work with him as a mu-

sic producer, and he has collaborated with 

artists such as David Bowie, Justin Bieber, 

Rihanna, John Legend, Bruno Mars, Nicki 

Minaj, and many more. This is a big deal 

for Kyiv – don’t miss out.

  150 – 5 999 UAH 

 goo.gl/Q2e8Lh

15 YEARS OF KISS 
Above and Beyond (UK, progressive 
trance)

 25 November at 21.00
 Stereo Plaza (Krasnozvezdniy 119)

KISS FM is celebrating 15 years, and for 

the big event, are going Above and Beyond, 

literally. Bringing in the famous Gram-

my-nominee British progressive trance trio, 

this evening is going to be nothing short of  

fabulous. Possibly their most well-known 

piece of  work, Good for Me, won tune of  the 

year at State of  Trance a few years back. 

Make sure you get your tickets today – it will 

indeed be good for you.

 799 – 4 999 UAH 

 concert.ua 
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Paul Niland 

With the newest model of  Fiesta, I expect-
ed something similar, basic, but nippy. I 

was wrong on the first part, but spot on 
with the second expectation. From the 
moment you get into this car and grip the 

small sports steering wheel in your hands, 

it feels quick. But even before you start the 

engine, nowadays Ford gives you plenty of  

gadgets you need to get familiar with.

THE GADGETS

The steering wheel, with nice cross stitch-

ing and a chunky feel, is also a hub for 

some of  the most important controls 

on the car, like the audio and telephone 

(both hook up via Bluetooth) buttons, the 

cruise control, and the display options for 

the main dashboard. On the back of  the 

steering wheel are the flappy paddle gear 
selectors, in case you want more control 

than the standard automatic gives you.

The kit on this car isn’t limited to that 

though. Sitting above the central part of  

the dash, above the air conditioning and 

heating controls, is a touch screen control 

centre. From here you can access all kinds 

of  different functions and vehicle informa-

tion. The only thing that might be missing 

is the Angry Birds app, but that might be 

something of  a distraction while driving…

So, familiarised with all the knobs and 

buttons, bells and whistles, it’s time to 

start the engine, slip it into drive, and see 

what it’s like on the road.

STOPS AND STARTS

This Ford Fiesta is an eager little car, it 

doesn’t take much coaxing from the right 
boot to get it zipping along the road, 

bringing back those fond memories of  oh 

so many years ago. No matter what speed 

you’re starting from, on an open road the 

pick-up is immediate and impressive. On 

top of  that the handling is solid too – you 

can corner with confidence, this thing has 
great grip.

Then, inevitably, you reach town and that 

means one thing in Kyiv – traffic. Here 
we now come to the one feature on this 

car that I wasn’t totally enamoured with 

– the auto stop-start feature. This isn’t 

specific to Ford, in fact it’s becoming com-

mon on lots of  cars, but this was my first 
experience driving with it. Basically, if  
you’re sitting at a traffic light, the engine 
cuts out, and then as soon as you’re ready 

to move off again the motor instantly 
kicks in. This should be a no-brainer: it 

saves fuel, therefore you save money, and 

of  course we should all do anything we 

can to help #CurbClimateChange, but, 

I found it strange. And then I discovered 

there’s a button to turn it off! Ford have 
thought of  everything!

As I get more used to the car and the 

controls, I start to notice how refined 
the interior and the display are. The 

graphics on the touch screen display are 

well thought out and impressive; every 

change on the music system or the cli-

mate control pops up on screen to let you 

know where you’re at in volume or tem-

perature level; pull into a car park and 

you’ll see how the subtle interior lighting 

design makes the cockpit a warm and 

comfortable place.

My weekend test-drive complete, it’s time 

to drop the car off. All I have to do is hand 
back the keys and the “tech passport” to 

the dealer, and as I do so I notice some-

thing striking. The engine that has pro-

pelled me around Kyiv for the last couple 

of  days is just a one litre, and that is may-

be the most impressive thing of  all about 

this outstanding family vehicle.

MANY YEARS AGO, AND MANY CAREERS AGO, I OFTEN USED TO ZIP 

TO AND FROM WORK IN A FORD FIESTA, AND HAVE FOND MEMORIES 

OF THAT LITTLE CAR. THE BEST THING ABOUT IT WAS THE MOTOR, 

BECAUSE WHILE THE LUXURIES IN THE FIESTAS OF THOSE DAYS WERE 

BASICALLY LIMITED TO A RADIO/TAPE DECK, THAT CAR WAS NO 

SLOUCH ON A NICE BIT OF COUNTRY ROAD.

Good things come in 
small packages!

What About the Guys
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FORD FIESTA 1.0 L ECOBOOST
Stats for the Boys

ü 3 cylinder
ü 1.0 L
ü 197 horsepower
ü Torque vectoring control
Pros for the Girls

ü  Fabulous sculpted design + 10 colours to 
choose from

ü  Advanced communications and entertainment 
technology

ü  AdvanceTrac = helps maintain breaking 
control under severe weather conditions.

4.5/5

Technology

5/5

Performance

4/5

Design
 R

A
T
IN
G

IT’S SMART
There are options for voice recognition system, ambient lighting 

to match your mood, and Apple CarPlay or Google Music which 

means you can synch your phone to your Ford. Navigation systems 

will also get you where you need to go, along with giving you reports 

on the weather once you get there. It will even sneak in the latest 

sports score if  your wife won’t let you listen to the game (though 

that’s not a problem in my case!). And then there’s the push-start…
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What’s All the Fuss

Borders are abolished, gates have 

opened – on 21 December 2007, Lith-

uania joins the Schengen area, granting 

its residents access to any place in Europe. 

Three young Lithuanian couples who 

made friends at a rock festival have a 

pre-Christmas get together at the small 

farm area of  Pienagalis in a remote vil-

lage to celebrate the historic event and 

share their plans for the future. Ingrida 

and Klaudijus talk about moving to Lon-

don. Andrius and Barbora want to settle 

down in Paris. Renata and Vitas are fond 

of  Italy. Upbeat, adventurous and full of  

self-confidence, they believe they will feel 
safe and secure whenever they go. Baby 

nurses, dog walkers, cleaners, porters, 

gardeners, street clowns are what they 

should be to stay afloat in the unknown 
land lying out there…  

 While they toast the ‘Schengen mid-

night’ at the festive table, an old man 

approaches limping on a wooden leg, the 

Lithuanian-Polish border far away from 

Pienagalis (which means ‘the roots of  

milk’). He waits until the guards lift the 

barrier – for good – and passes through. 

He becomes the first Lithuanian to cross 
the dividing line without having to pres-

ent a passport. His name is Kukutis and 

he knows Europe like the back of  his 

hand. He lost his leg in the First World 

War and survived the Second World 

War. As Kukutis hitchhikes from Poland 

to England, he calls some regions he ex-

pects to see by their historical names like 

Eastern Prussia (part of  Germany) or 

Zhemaitia (part of  Lithuania) and pays 

old-fashioned silver coins in pubs. The 

‘never dying’ wanderer is a symbol of  

all Lithuanians spreading across Europe 

and a bridge between the nation’s past, 

present and future. A long road stretches 

ahead of  him, intertwining his fate with 

that of  the three young couples…    

With his books translated into 36 lan-

guages, Andriy Kurkov is the most 

popular Ukrainian/Russian-language 

writer abroad. He says, “The Schengen 

story is the first visa-free regime novel in 
Ukraine. It focuses on internal migration 

within the EU. Lithuania has already 

lost 30 percent of  its population – this 

is what happens to a small country when 

no borders exist and you dissolve into a 
cultural mix of  nations.”
People flee their homes not in pursuit of  
prospects but in pursuit of  dreams. Per-
haps everybody and everything in the world must 
have their own roots, even milk… 

The Schengen Story – 
A Lithuanian Novel 
by Andriy Kurkov 

WHAT’S BREWING
BIMBO
We can probably guess what you’re think-

ing, but the chances of  finding leggy 
blond stereotypes are no higher in this 

establishment than anywhere else. In this 

case, the name “bimbo” derives from the 

Italian masculine-gender term meaning 

“(male) baby” or “young (male) child”. 

Perhaps the curious name is apt because 

this is a place that sits firmly on the edge 
of  Kyiv’s craft beer scene. It is a corner 

that it occupies well.

Like its name, Bimbo’s motto “Kava & 

More” (Coffee & More) is also open to in-

terpretation. However, putting it simply, 

Bimbo is a seamless blend of  chic saloon 

and coffee Mecca. This is an independent 
business owned and run by a couple who 

probably wouldn’t balk at being labelled 

‘hipster’. It shows in the unique décor, 

which is dominated by the image of  a tat-

tooed “bimbo” on the wall. 

Offering an assortment of  local and 
harder-to-find beers, and located a lit-
tle outside of  Kyiv’s tourist and cen-

tral business hubs, Bimbo is the perfect 

place for casual catch ups in quieter 

surroundings. Without going into too 

much detail, what makes this place even 

more appealing is the fact they carry 

some of  Ukraine’s finest craft beers.  A 
standout and perfect illustration of  how 

much of  an amalgam Bimbo is can be 

found in its Coffee Milk Stout made in 
collaboration with Zaporizhia-based 

Woodstone Brewery. Finding good beer 

and good coffee is never easy – let alone 
in the same place, which is what makes 

the trip to the Palats Ukraina area of  

Kyiv all the more worthwhile. 

Bimbo
 (Volidynyro-Lybidska 16)

Open: 10.00 – 22.00

 +38 067 763 5775

 bimbokava 
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The Flying Saucer – Institute of  Scientific, Technical, 
and Economic Information (180 Antonovycha)

The Kyiv International 
Biennale 2017 is currently 

showcasing in various 
venues, including the ‘Flying 

Saucer’. The event runs 
20 October – 26 November.

 vcrc.org.ua
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Capital Architecture
the building,” explains Shevchenko. “The high-rise block is out 
of  service. The premises has a tight space with low ceilings. The 

staircases and lifts do not meet present-day standards. On one 

hand, the Institute has historical value, on the other – it is current-

ly non-functional.” 

How to save the international work-of-art remains up-in-the-air. 

He argues the best solution to preserve Ukraine’s pearls of  archi-

tecture is to update communication, change the cladding, and up-

grade facilities without altering the overall design. “Let’s wait and 

see what new life ‘the flying saucer’ will have…”

THE UFO BUILDING: A MONUMENT TO SOVIET 

MODERNISM AND THE “SPACE AGE”

It stands out. Architectural digests worldwide cite its significance, 
yet here in Kyiv that is understated. It is futuristic and undoubt-

edly cool.

This grey decrepit building near the Lybidska metro station (An-

tonovycha 180) catches your eye from afar – one of  its sections 

features the odd shape of  a UFO hovering 10 metres above the 

ground. Dominating the urban landscape, a long time ago became 

an  integral part of  Kyiv. While widely known in architectural cir-

cles and applauded, here in Kyiv it is under threat. Only a few 

people know it is part of  the complex of  Ukraine’s Institute of  Sci-
entific, Technical, and Economic Information and State Scientific 
and Technical Library – and is a remarkable example of  Soviet 
modernist architecture dating back to 1971. 

Its extraordinary look, including its plain but remarkable form and 
large glass surfaces drew inspiration from the space race; the Cold 

War competition between the US and USSR to enhance each 

countries’ aerospace capabilities. “It was the first skyscraper with 
a glass façade built in Kyiv at that time”, says Lev Shevchenko, 

an architecture researcher. “It resembles New York’s Secretariat 

Building”. The ‘flying saucer’ element was the brainchild of  one-
man-orchestra Florian Yuryev – a Russian-born Ukrainian artist, 

architect, inventor, composer, musician, scientist, violinist, poet, 

and public figure. 
The structure would go on to be a unique concert and event venue 

that would ideally combine colour, light, and music to demonstrate 

the ‘synthesis of  the arts’. The hall was constructed in the form of  

two connected hemispheres suspended on self-supporting struc-

tures. Some experts say this decision was motivated by practical 
considerations: the pedestrian walkway was too narrow, and the 

architect was forced to place the theatre on pillars. The acoustic 

system was supposed to spread the sound with equal amplitude 

and timbre to each of  the five hundred spectator seats. However, 
Yuryev’s central idea was not implemented. As costs were consid-

ered, the colour and music theatre were attached to an ordinary 

though acoustically perfect conference hall. KGB officials might 
have convened there, who knows…   

Soviet architects would continue to apply bold engineering ap-

proaches to create experimental buildings; but the technology 
and materials were of  a poor quality.  Furthermore, they had 

tight budget restraints: Moscow would reluctantly allocate fi-

nances, and construction works were intended to last 10-15 years. 

Therefore, these buildings are vulnerable and decay quickly.

Nearly 50 years later, the modernist ‘UFO’ has still not gained the 

official status of  an architectural monument, a status which threat-
ens its existence. To aggravate its sad condition, the Ocean Plaza 
shopping mall was built nearby, the subway line extended, and 
the tallest Orthodox Church in Europe emerged in the vicinity. 
Authorities claimed they had no budget to maintain the structure, 

let alone repair it.  

Recently the Ministry of  Education announced next year the ‘fly-

ing saucer’ would accommodate Ukraine’s first museum of  sci-
ence. Under public-private partnership, the investor is required 

to build an unparalleled education/exhibition space with an ex-

position zone (chemistry, physics, underwater world, robots, etc), 

scientific theatre, zero gravity zone, labyrinth, and more. The es-
timated costs amount to 150 million UAH ($5.6 million USD). 

Polish experts who helped develop Warsaw’s Copernicus Science 
Centre have pledged to contribute to the project.

“I think the museum will occupy only the long two-storey part of  

Anna Azarova
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What’s All the Fuss

“I want people to discover Ukraine,” Ta-

nia Kosianchuk, co-founder of  Secret 

Ticket says. As a philologist, traveller, and 

tour-guide, she launched the service in the 

spring, with no funding base, just the en-

thusiasm and desire to organise interesting 

and unusual trips. She managed to 

bring on friend and colleague 

Serhiy Klepyk – a talented 

professional designer, to 

help launch the project.

Kosianchuk and I meet 

in a café, where she en-

ters carrying a heavy 

backpack, joking this is 

her office and starts pas-
sionately explaining her 
project: “Modern technology 

today lets you visit any place in 

the world without even stepping out 

of  your home. You can see the collections 

of  world-famous museums or try an Amer-

ican rollercoaster with a virtual reality de-

Secret Journeys
“SECRET TICKET WILL TRANSPORT YOU FROM YOUR DAILY 

ROUTINE FOR A WEEKEND” - READS THE MOTTO OF THE 

NEW UKRAINIAN TOUR SERVICE, SECRET TICKET. IT ALLOWS YOU 

TO DISCOVER UKRAINIAN CITIES THROUGH BUYING A WEEKEND 

BREAK, ALTHOUGH YOUR DESTINATION REMAINS A SECRET UNTIL 

THE EVENING BEFORE YOUR DEPARTURE. BESIDES TRAIN OR BUS 

TICKETS AND A RESERVED HOTEL ROOM, CLIENTS ALSO GET A 

SPECIALLY DESIGNED MAP OF THE CITY WITH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 

SIGHTSEEING, RESTAURANTS, AND SPOTS TO TAKE STUNNING SELFIES. 

vice, but you’ll never have a real adventure, 

something you get only when you travel. 

People work so much today, and when the 

weekend comes, they opt to stay at home 

and lie on the coach. A trip to a new place 

however can be reinvigorating. So the mis-

sion of  Secret Ticket is to send peo-

ple on a trip and allow them to 

have fun.”

Already, Secret Ticket has 

produced maps with rec-

ommendations for 15 cit-

ies in Ukraine. Each map 

features some of  the most 

popular landmarks as well 

as more secret spaces – 

cosy backyards, panoramic 

views, or romantic statues. 

All of  these city spots have been 

checked out by Kosianchuk herself  or 

through speaking with locals, which makes 

their maps exclusive and full of  surprises. 
The only big city not on the list of  Secret 

Ticket trips is Lviv be-

cause the city is already 

so established as a tourist 

destination. 

The secrecy of  the destina-

tion adventurers are bound for 

is something that attracts people, 

Kosianchuk says. “We usually send an 

envelope with tickets the day prior to the 

trip, but there was one guy, who wanted 

to add an extreme element to his trip. We 
delivered his papers directly to the train-sta-

tion, where he was wearing headphones 

with a scarf  covering his eyes. His friend 

led him to the train, so he discovered where 

his destination was only the next morning, 
when he actually arrived. Another couple 

went even further: they wrote a message to 

me after their trip: ‘You’ve ruined our lives.’ 

I thought – Oh my God! - but in fact they 
decided to move to Vinnytsya after visiting 

for a weekend.”

So far, Secret ticket has sent about 200 

people to discover Ukrainian cities. Among 

their clients are also people from other 

countries, like Belarus and Poland, and Ko-

sianchuk says English-language maps will 

also be available if  required. “My friend – a 

tour-guide in Kyiv, told me the most popu-

lar Ukrainian place for foreigners remains 

Chornobyl. This is a pity because Ukraine 

has lots of  beautiful places to visit apart 

from Chornobyl, and I want people see the 

real Ukraine.” 

With the visa-free regime now in place, Se-

cret Ticket will also be helping Ukrainians 

discover Europe. One couple is already 

travelling to a secret city in Europe for their 

wedding anniversary. Another new service 

is trips for people with disabilities. The only 

prerequisite regardless of  who you are – be 

open to the adventure. 

The first edition of  Awesome Ukraine was pub-

lished in 2012 and since that time more than 

25 000 copies have been sold around the 

world. The book appears to be an authen-

tic tourist guide for those who are plan-

ning to visit Ukraine and want to get to 

know the country. Awesome Ukraine is a 

cultural and historical insight into Ukraine 

written in a very ironic and patriotic way. 

Designed like a stylish pop-art publication, 

Awesome Ukraine sheds light upon the everyday life 

of  Ukrainians, their mentality, national cuisine, tra-

ditions, historical events, picturesque nature, famous 

artists, sports and technical achievements. Which local food to 

try other than varenyky and salo? Who is Taras Shevchenko 

and why do Ukrainians admire him so much? How to find the 
geographical centre of  Europe in Ukraine? Take a copy of  

Awesome Ukraine with you to find the answers while exploring 
Ukrainian architecture, museums, castles, or boundless wheat 

fields.
If  you forgot to buy the book during your stay in Ukraine 

or miss the aroma of  borsch, order it online and Osnovy 

Publishing House will send you a copy by post. In addition 

to Awesome Ukraine we also recommend Awesome Kyiv, Awesome 
Odesa, and Awesome Lviv if  you are going to visit any of  these 

cities.

Osnovy Publishing House
 (Heorhiivs’kyi Lane 7, 3rd floor)
 +38 044 331 0249

 www.osnovypublishing.com

Price: 200 UAH

Ye bookstores
Stores in the city centre:

 +38 044 383 6149 (Lva Tolstoho 1)
 +38 044 337 9772 (Khreschatyk 46)

 +38 044 351 1338 (Spaska 5)
Price: 227 UAH

WHERE TO BUY?
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Awesome Ukraine books
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IT IS 23.00 ON A SUNDAY, YET 

THE CITY SQUARE IS STILL 

THRONGING WITH PEOPLE. 

THERE IS A FIRE DANCER 

TO ONE SIDE AND A PIANIST 

TINKLING THE IVORIES JUST 

UP AHEAD. A MAN DOES HIS 

OWN STYLE OF INTERPRETIVE 

DANCE TO THE MUSIC AND 

SOMEONE ELSE DRUMS ALONG 

IN ACCOMPANIMENT ON AN 

EMPTY WOODEN BOX. 

There are children, young adults, and peo-

ple old enough to be their grandparents. 

Sure, it is late, but the smiles of  the people 

cut through the darkness. The energy is pal-

pable. It is lively. It is exciting. It is Ukraine. 
I first visited Ukraine in 2014. I was touring 
Eastern Europe with my Ukrainian dance 

group, and I stopped in Ukraine for a few 

days to visit family. I was there only a short 

time, but moments like the one with the 

pianist in the street in Lviv are what made 

me fall in love with the country. And now, 

a few years later, I am back – this time for 

10 months. 

I have been to a few cities and villages so far, 

but most of  my time has been spent in Kyiv. 

It is a big city, so I have barely scratched the 

surface in terms of  exploring, but something 
I love about Kyiv is that it is multi-faceted. 

There is sidewalk Kyiv, with cafés, restau-

rants, and markets. There is underground 

Kyiv, with kiosks, corridors, and metro sta-

tions. There is back alley Kyiv, with hidden 

bars, shops, and homes. It is different from 
home where everything feels so defined, so 
exact – this is the street where stores are 
and this is the sidewalk to get you there (a 

sidewalk with only people and no cars, that 

is – unlike here, something I am still getting 

accustomed to). 

I am here with six other Canadians and 
one American to study Ukrainian dance, 

living in a new city every two months and 

training with a different dance group in 
each city. I leave Kyiv at the end of  October 

then head to Kropyvnytskyi, the Carpathi-

an Mountains for the holidays, then on to 

Chernivtsi, Lutsk, and Lviv. Each month, I 

look forward to giving my take, as someone 

new to the country, about Ukrainian life 

and lifestyle. 

Though not long in Ukraine yet, I am ad-

justing, and already know it will be hard to 

return to the Canadian lifestyle – a lifestyle 

with expensive cell phone contracts and 
overly processed food. Who knows, may-

be I will end up extending my stay. People 
have “warned” me their months-long stays 

in Ukraine became years long – I think I 

would be fine with that.  

Ukrainian Addict
By Kaitlin Vitt
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hits of  beetroot, it’s a great beer snack. I’d 

come back just for this, well, and the beer. 

My accomplice decided on the Pea Soup, 

another dish with definite Scandinavian 
roots and ideal for the winter months fast 

approaching. He says it is hearty, deli-

cious, and has a super smoked taste. The 

only thing is he’d have dropped more ba-

con in there. But then he’d put bacon on 

just about anything. 

What comes next is just as satisfying, 
though maybe a touch quick. Or perhaps 

the chefs are just quick to please. Either 

way, if  you’re not in a hurry, make sure 

your server knows. 

First up, Smoked Ribs with baked potatoes, 

onion puree, and berry sauce, all of  which 

CRAFT BEER HAS TURNED 

INTO A BUBBLING BUSINESS 

ALL ACROSS THE UKRAINIAN 

CAPITAL AND BEYOND, 

TURNING WHAT WAS ONCE 

A MERE BEVERAGE FOR THE 

CLERGY INTO KYIV’S GO-

TO FOR MONDAY, TUESDAY, 

WEDNESDAY… YOU GET THE 

DRIFT – OR DRAFT. 

A Beverage for the 
Refined Brute 

Lana Nicole Niland

THE WHAT’S ON CHECK LIST 
English Menu ü
English-speaking staff ü
Wifi ü
Price $$

WO Rating  

Varvar Bar  (Saksahanskoho 108/16)
 varvarbar

Open:

Weekdays 14.00-00.00

Weekends 14.00-02.00

Reservations recommended

MAKE SURE YOU TRY…
Beer with ice cream (180g) 85 UAH

EDIBLE INVENTORY
Dried Veal (40g) 85 UAH

Gravlax (150g) 205 UAH
Pea Soup (300g) 80 UAH

Oxtail Salad (190g) 95 UAH
Smoked Ribs (400g) 240 UAH

The Brewskies

Ipanema (0.4)  40 UAH

American Wheat (0.4) 40 UAH

Golden Ale (0.3) 35 UAH

Captain Salt (0.3)  30 UAH

Chocolate Porter (0.4) 35 UAH

Bruberry (Spain, 150ml) 140 UAH

(wines and other drinks available for those looking 
for less beer-like options)
TOTAL = 1 025 UAH

looks and smells fabulous. The ribs fall right 

off the bone, as they should, while the po-

tato has made friends with the butter and 

garlic, and all of  the flavours “just work”. 
Chewing gum for later will be a require-

ment however. I wanted something a little 

lighter, though certainly not on taste. The 

Oxtail Salad is full-bodied with standout 
flavours, mixing marinated beetroot, goat’s 
cheese, caramalised nuts, and of  course the 

oh-so-soft meat of  the oxtail, drizzled in 
berry. The Chocolate Porter beer is a great 

complement with this dish, so even if  you 

fill up on the pivo you’ll still want to devour 
every last morsel.

DESERTING DESSERT
We decide to forgo dessert for tonight, and 

really it’s not a terrible thing. The beer is 

the star in this venue, and it shines brightly. 

The variety is amazing – there are light and 

dark options, IPAs, wheats, lagers, and far 

more. Attention to flavour in these bever-
ages is indeed a craft, which Varvar is very 

close to mastering. But in addition to taste 

and quality, the prices for these creations 

cannot be beat. Nowhere outside of  this 

western-looking country will you be able to 

find a freshly brewed artfully palatable brew 
for a mere $1.50. The Vikings may have set 

sail from Ukrainian lands centuries ago, but 

their traditions are alive and well at Varvar.

Microbreweries have been around for 

decades, though it’s only been in the 

last couple of  years the trend has really 

caught on in Kyiv. Now, keeping up, or 

certainly catching up, to the barstool 

hubs of  Ireland, Germany, Belgium, and 

others, crafty little breweries like Varvar 

are starting to take the limelight from the 

dance and disco scene. 

BRANCHING OUT

What started as an outdoor/indoor pub 

attached to a quality microbrewery produc-

ing some fabulous flavours in the sticks of  
Troieshchyna with Lysopylka, has branched 

into a resto-bar that bears the name of  the 

beer they create – Varvar. Though having 

opened only at the beginning of  July, al-

ready the seats are full most nights, mak-

ing reservations a definite should. And this 
evening is no exception – Ukrainian rings 
out from the right, Japanese-speakers from 

the left, while hipsters, businesspeople, 

tough guys, and heeled ladies round out the 

rest of  this evening’s clientele.  

Long wooden tables, coppered ceilings, ex-

posed brick walls, and lots of  brown leather 

make the atmosphere earthy and old boys’ 

club-like, while big screens and wifi remind 
you that you’re still in the big city. Checking 

out the menu, they’ve kept it simple with a 

few fish options and an emphasis on selec-

tions for meat-lovers. The idea I’m told was 

to recreate the style and taste of  a typical 

Viking kitchen were any of  these Norse 

seafarers left in UA. Peeking into the open 

kitchen – which is spotless – a little later 

however, there isn’t a braided beard in site. 

That doesn’t seem to matter though as the 

Ukrainians got this. 

THIS IS TASTY
“Так вкусно” – rings out from across the 

room. I’m only sipping on my Ipanema 

IPA at the moment but I want some of  

this “tasty” too. I opt for Gravlax to start, 
a traditionally Nordic dish of  cured salm-

on. It is light, delicate, served with horse-

radish, capers, a light cream, and with 
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Paul Niland

The restaurant is easy to find along Ko-

stolna, As I stroll across Maidan in its 

direction, I stop to enjoy the new water 

fountain show. The square is vastly differ-
ent than that of  just three years ago, and 

I do hope one day I am able to simply en-

joy the ambience and mood rather than 

reflecting on recent history.

GREETINGS
The greeting on arrival at the restaurant 

is bilingual, both a bonsoir and a dobriy 

vecher are offered. Shown to my table I’m 
given a choice to communicate in English 

also, so staff are clearly comfortable con-

versing in pretty much any language a 

diner could want. I’m in a sort of  sombre 

mood from having just spent some time 

on Maidan, so I order a whiskey and coke 

– not very French I’m aware. However, 

my surroundings are warm and cosy and 

my rather subdued state is starting to lift.

As one would expect from a French res-
taurant, the tables are located close to one 

another, the wooden chairs are sort of  old 

worldy, there are sofas made of  leather 

which look like they might envelope you, 

and the ambience is set off by material 
shades over soft lights.

WHILE THE VENUE IS TYPICALLY 

VERY FRENCH, THE CURRENT 

MENU AT TRÈS FRANÇAIS 

FEATURES MORSELS FROM THE 

BASQUE REGION. I AM HERE TO 

SEE WHETHER THIS CULINARY 

HERITAGE FOUND STRADDLING 

THE PYRENEES AND COVERING 

PARTS OF SOUTHWESTERN 

FRANCE AND NORTHEASTERN 

SPAIN REALLY DESERVES THE 

NEAR 40 MICHELIN STARRED 

RESTAURANTS DOTTED 

AROUND THE REGION.

in a Warm Glow 

TAPAS = PINTXOS 
Dining alone this evening, I browse the 

Basque menu offerings. Like the Spanish, 
Basque cuisine has it’s own version of  ta-

pas, called pintxos, so a starter of  mixed 
pintxos seems the most appropriate order. 
The main course is an easy call, a tradi-

tional French dish of  beans and duck – 

cassoulet. To sate my early appetite, there’s 

a basket on the table with fresh crunchy 

French bread and soft creamy butter.

When the pintxos arrive at the table I 
switch to the house red wine – a very 

drinakable French merlot. I sip as I taste 

the six items laid out on the plate, two 
pieces of  bread each topped with a tomato 

and pepper ragu; tuna; and jamon. Think 

Italian bruschetta a la Basque – a fine way 
to start any meal, and an ideal dish for 

splitting with a partner. The tuna is espe-

cially lovely, cooked to perfection, lightly 

drizzled with a very complementary sauce, 

sitting on a bed of  onion confiture. 

MAYBE…
In good time, the cassoulet comes to the 

table, and I am salivating in expectation. 
Cassoulet is one of  my favourite dishes in 

the world, and in fact the first place I ever 
tasted this simple masterpiece was exactly 
in the French Basque country many many 

years ago.

Tonight’s slow-cooked casserole however 

is different from others I have tried. Nor-
mally a mix of  various beans well stewed 
together after being slow-cooked over 

many hours and different cuts of  meat, 
this cassoulet is more fresh, and has al 

dente vegetables in the mix, which light-
en up what is normally a very filling meal. 
The chef  has obviously followed the slow-

cook method on the duck however, as the 

meat is just falling off the bone. As I get to 
the end, I find I have no room or appetite 
for dessert, but leave with a smile.

Maybe it’s the whiskey, maybe it’s the 

wine, maybe it’s the food, maybe it’s the 

atmosphere – I walk home basqueing in 

a warm glow.

Très Français  (Kostolna 3)

Open 09.00 – 23.00

Très Branché  (Lysenko 4)
Open 09.00 – 23.00

 tres-fr.com

MAKE SURE YOU TRY...

Marmitako de atun – traditional tuna soup
Axoa – traditional dish of  veal, onions, sautéed 
tomatoes, and Espelette pepper
Piperade – traditional sauté of  cured pork, 
Bayonne ham, and spicy paprika 

THE WHAT’S ON CHECK LIST
English Menu  ü
English-speaking staff ü
Wifi ü
Price $$

WO Rating  

Basqueing

EDIBLE INVENTORY
Jameson Whiskey (50ml) (x2) 91 UAH
Cola (250ml) 30 UAH

House wine, merlot (150ml) (x3) 99 UAH 

Assorted Pintxos (200g) 155 UAH
Basque Cassoulet  

with Duck Leg (500g)  255 UAH

TOTAL  919 UAH
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UKRAINE HOSTS LARGEST 
YACHT REGATTA EVER
Kyiv Sea
If  the sport of  sailing is a measure 

of  economic activity, then Ukraine’s 

economy is most certainly on the 

rise, as over 300 yachts took part in 

this year’s national yachting cham-

pionship making it the largest gath-

ering ever in Ukraine. Held on the 

Kyiv Sea from 12-18 September, 

the regatta brought together over 

650 sailors from as young as eight 

to well over 70 in a 6-day event. “It 

is the most complex regatta ever or-
ganised by the Sailing Federation of  

Ukraine and to see so many yachts 

competing is a real indication of  

the growing health of  the sport in 

Ukraine,” said SFU President Rodi-

on Luka.
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20 singlehanded lasers power 
onto the start line

Fast fun for future Olympians

Making it look easy… 
It’s not

ORC Cruisers 
reaching into 
the wing mark 

A CHILL ATMOSPHERE

BAO 
Excitement was in the air at Ukraine’s first 
modern Chinese restaurant on 6 October, 

having just been paid a visit by rockstar 

Sting ahead of  the Fryday Afterwork event. 

Expats and local professionals talked and 
laughed the evening away while working 

through the alluring BAO bar card. It was a 

great evening spent in great company with 

a few Italian diplomats thrown in for good 

measure. For more events like this follow 

Fryday Kyiv on Facebook. 

Ekaterina Horseva and Marko Tuson start 
the night off on a serious note

Fryday regulars Victoria Volkova and 
Ekaterina Katina Michele Friziero caught on camera

Elena Cognito - famous 
Italian journalist having a 
great time

An excellent 
atmosphere 
created by 
DJ Guy Richard
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25 YEARS AND COUNTING
National Philharmonic
The Fulbright Program in Ukraine celebrated its 25th 

anniversary with a series of  jubilee events, including a 

jazz concert at the National Philharmonic on 9 Octo-
ber. The concert featured the Chupakhin-Humeniuk 

jazz quartet, named after two men, both of  whom are 

Fulbright alumni and studied at top universities in 

the United States. The audience included members 

of  the diplomatic community and Fulbright alumni. 

Established in 1946, the J William Fulbright Program 

is the flagship international Exchange Program of  the 
US government, and over the past 25 years, 1 000 

Ukrainians and 700 Americans have been Fulbright 

grantees. 

ART AND BUSINESS
BAO
In a first, modern Chinese cuisine restaurant BAO has given its 
walls up for contemporary art, the opening ceremony took place on 

28 September. Owner of  the restaurant, TV celebrity chef  Hec-

tor Jimenes-Bravo recently presented the exhibition of  well-known 
Ukrainian artist Marianna Abramova entitled By the Roads of  the 

Sun. To combine flavours and colours, emotions and their mean-

ing, blending the art of  modern cuisine with contemporary art is 

the main idea of  the project. As skies get increasingly grey, you’re 

welcome to take a trip along the roads of  the sun and capture some 

simulated rays this month in BAO.P
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Getting off to a tasty start

The Chupakhin-Humeniuk 
jazz quartet in full swing

A crafty pic

Allan E Goodman, president and CEO of  the Institute of  
International Education, which administers the Fulbright Program 
in Ukraine, speaks to his translator

BAO owner Hector Jimenes-Bravo and 
director Eugene Makarenko have some fun

Marianna Abramova – artist 
and author of  the exhibition 
talks with guests

The full scope of   
By the Roads of  the Sun
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MANHATTAN IN KYIV
Oscar Movie Theatre
On 27 September, fans and luminaries 

of  the silver screen gathered at the Oscar 

theatre atop the grand Gulliver shopping 

mall for a little sneak peak of  films from the 
2017 Manhattan Short Film Festival. The 

festival was open to all from the 28 Sep-

tember until 8 October, so hopefully you 

got in on the “lights, camera, action!” The-

atre-goers were asked to get involved in the 

process to pick this year’s Best Short – but 

you had to be there to get your entry in.

LEGEND: JACKSON
October Palace
October Palace played host 

on the third of  this month 

to Legend: Jackson, featur-

ing a number of  Ukrainian 

artists performing hits by 

the King of  Pop – Michael 

Jackson.

Among those on stage were 

Zlata Ognevych, Alina Ta-

merlan, Michelle Andrade, 

Vitaliy Kozlovskiy, Ivan 

Navi, On I Ona, Anna 

Maria, Mamarika, Dside 

Band, Paul Manondise, 

Dima Vesa, Andriy Kishe, 

and Sofia Tarasova, all of  
whom faced an enormous 

responsibility to reinterpret 

the brilliant original tunes 

from the King of  Pop. 

The My Tribute Show se-

ries is the brainchild of  

Pavlo Shylko, and have pre-

viously treated audiences to 

the music of  The Beatles, 

Abba, and others.

My Tribute series creator Pavel 
Shylko says a few words 

Zlata Ognevych 
finishes to a roaring 

crowd

Viktoria Olize 
channeling the 

grand master

Vitaliy Kozlovskiy 
belts out a ballad

Natalya Kholodenko 
shows off her tix while 
selfie-ing it up

A little fashion 
fun at the 
Manhattan 
Film Festival

Lera Tolochina, 
Head of  
Marketing at 
INTERTOP , 
stops to smile for 
a pic

Roma Bakharev  
of   B ahroma gets a 

little love from the the 
evening’s mascots  
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A NIGHT OF MANY CELEBRATIONS
Dos Amigos
On this night, dozens of  bottles of  tequila were emptied 

as many a glass was raised in celebration... Some to cele-

brate Mexican Independence Day, some to celebrate the 
opening of  Dos Amigos’s new Tex-Mex restaurant, but 
mostly glasses were raised in celebration of  the relaunch 

of  Kyiv’s community magazine – What’s On! After three 
and a half  years in limbo, Kyiv’s beloved What’s On 

came back with a bang on 15 September. The event was 

put on by the fabulous networking crew at Fryday, where 

there was fun and frivolity had by all. What’s On will be 

out every month, delivered and available for free at your 

favourite watering hole, spa, salon, or hotel. Make sure 

you pick one up mid-month and stay up to date with all 

that is going on in the ukrainian capital!

Checking out the 
WO pages

Fryday event hosts Sam Kearley and Olha Popovich 
check out the new mag with Anna Sahalo

WO mag’s own Serzh 
Velychanskyi and Anna 
Azarova making an 
appearance

The evening’s entertainment 
provided by Sandro Martinez

What’s On the cover

Tanya Kushch taking 
home prizes

Serhii Sydorenko and Aleksandra Hasiuk 
getting festive

Kadie Ward and Olena 
Hlyvynska having a 
good Fryday night
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What’s On 

All Over Kyiv
WHAT’S ON READERS ALWAYS HAD 

FUN TAKING PICTURES OF KYIV’S 

FAVOURITE MAGAZINE BEING “READ 

ALL OVER THE WORLD”. 

WITH SELFIES TAKING THE PIXEL 

WORLD BY STORM, OUR NEW 

COMPETITION IS GOING TO TAKE A 

SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT ANGLE… 
We’re making it easier than ever to win tickets 

to your favourite flicks and concerts in Kyiv – 
all you gotta do is snap a shot of  you and your 

favourite mag somewhere in the capital and then 

throw us the file by email, post it to Facebook, 
tweet it to Twitter, or upload to Instgram. Just 

remember to be creative and original. 

Send us your photos atop one of  Kyiv’s fabulous 

rooftop bars, amongst the now yellowing leaves in 

any one of  the capital’s parks, or highlight some of  

the awesome architecture or incredible murals dotted 

along the city streets.

Submit your entries to us by email at 

Editor@Whaton-Kyiv.com  

or on Facebook, Twitter, or 

Instagram – just use the hashtag  

#WhatsOnKyiv

The best photos – 

and winners – will 

be announced in the 

next month’s printed 

magazine, FAME AT 

LAST! 

Prizes change regularly – announcements for which 

will be made across all of  our social media channels, 

with multiple possible winners each month!! So what 
are you waiting for Kyiv – get snapping!

Rules:
Photos to appear in print must be minimum 1 MB, so make sure you set all smart phone settings to highest possible quality. If  others are 
in the photo with you, it’s your responsibility to make sure they’re cool with you submitting the image. i.e. that drunken selfie at a party not 
always the best choice. What’s On staff will choose the winners, the final say of  which is entirely at our discretion, with no favouritism 
given to friends or family. 



And not just in print…. 

But online! 

If for whatever reason you can’t get your hands on a 
print copy, remember there’s always online, where you 

can stay up-to-date on all the best events in town!

www.WhatsOn-Kyiv.com

Social media enthusiasts, make sure 

you connect with us on

� ere’s a What’s On Kyiv app coming 

soon too! 

So many great ways to stay in the know with What’s On 
– in print, on your phone, on your tablet, and online. 

What’s On is YOUR magazine, we are 

proud to be serving Kyiv again!

 What’s On Kyiv

 @WhatsOn_Kyiv

 Whatsonkyiv
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